Influence of specific training on spatio-temporal parameters at the onset of goal-directed reaching in infants: a controlled trial*
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ABSTRACT | Background: There is evidence that long-term experience can promote functional changes in infants. However, much remains unknown about how a short-term experience affects performance of a task. Objective: This study aims to investigate the influence of a single training session at the onset of goal-directed reaching on the spatio-temporal parameters of reaching and whether there are differences in the effects of training across different reaching positions. Method: Thirty-three infants were divided into three groups: 1) a control group; 2) a group that was reach trained in a reclined position; and 3) a group trained in the supine position. The infants were submitted to two assessments (pre- and post-training) in two testing positions (supine and reclined at 45°). Results: The short-duration training sessions were effective in promoting shorter reaches in the specific position in which the training was conducted. Training in the reclined position was associated with shorter and faster reaches upon assessment in the reclined position. Conclusions: A few minutes of reach training are effective in facilitating reaching behavior in infants at the onset of reaching. The improvements in reaching were specific to the position in which the infants were trained.
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Introduction

In full-term infants, reaching is acquired at approximately 3-4 months of age¹⁻⁴. This period is characterized by fragmented and irregular trajectories, abrupt movements of the hands³,⁵ and movements structured with several phases of acceleration and deceleration², indicating a lack of coordination and immature motor control. This first phase of reaching is known as the phase of primary variability, and the process of continuous exploration with efferent information gradually results in the formation of new neuronal maps and the selection of more efficient movement patterns⁶⁻¹⁰.

With experience, the motor system becomes able to adapt to different environmental conditions and tasks¹¹; thus, reaches became more regular, with more fluent trajectories¹²⁻¹⁴ and less variability³,⁵. In studies with full-term and preterm infants, reach training for 2-8 weeks led to improvements, such as reliably moving the hands closer to the object and increasing the time the hands are near the object, the number of contacts between the hand and the object¹⁵, and the frequency of touching the object with an open hand¹⁶. These findings suggest that interventions to improve motor patterns had a more beneficial effect when performed in a specific training context¹⁷⁻¹⁹.

However, it is interesting to observe that these studies do not report whether a short period of practice could influence spatio-temporal parameters of reaching movements. Regarding short practice periods, some authors have studied a training session of a few minutes in sequential finger opposition training in adults at the time of early motor skill acquisition²⁰,²¹. It has been shown that during this short period of practice, specific sensorimotor representations in the cerebral cortex are activated, including the striatum and cerebellum²¹,²², with a concomitant rapid improvement in the performance of a given ability²³. This evidence could provide a basis for the consolidation of the performance of a specific task in the early stages of learning²¹.
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Another important factor affecting early reaching behavior is body position. It has been shown that body position at the time of spontaneous practice also influences the increase in frequency and coordination of reaches in younger infants. Moreover, reaching training in the supine position for 3 weeks can enhance the number and duration of object contacts in both the sitting and supine positions. However, there are no studies reporting whether training sessions in a supine position compared to a reclined position could influence spatio-temporal parameters of the reaching.

In this context, this study aimed to a) determine the effect of short-duration training sessions performed in a supine or reclined position on spatio-temporal parameters at the onset of goal-directed reaching and b) to assess changes in these parameters from one position to another. Based on previous information, the first hypothesis was that trained infants would exhibit shorter, faster and smoother reaching movements compared to the control group. The second hypothesis was that there would be no changes in spatio-temporal parameters that could be generalized across the two positions. This study provides information to health professionals and/or caregivers about how to improve sensorimotor development in infants at risk for delays or deficits in motor development.

Method

Design and participants

This study is characterized as a controlled clinical trial. The sample size calculation was performed for a confidence interval of 95% and power of 80%, and a minimum number of 8 participants for each group was determined.

The study included 33 full-term infants in maternal care \(M=39.0\ \text{weeks of gestation}\pm 1.1\), aged 3-4 months \(M=13.1\ \text{weeks}\pm 1.1\), from both genders (18 females and 15 males), with Apgar scores greater than or equal to eight in the first \(M=8.8\pm 0.5\) and fifth minutes \(M=9.8\pm 0.4\) and mean birth weight of 2.920 kg \(\pm 0.9\). The infants were systematically assigned to 1) a control group \(n=11\); 2) a group trained in the reclined position \(n=11\); and 3) a group trained in the supine position \(n=11\).

Procedures and equipment

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Universidade Federal de São Carlos (UFSCar), São Carlos, SP, Brazil (no.: 516/2009), and was prospectively registered in the Australian Clinical Trials Registry (no.: ACTRN12610000818033).

From the week before the infants’ three-month birthday, the examiner made contact by phone with the parents. After the parents signed an informed consent form, it was explained to them that reaching is the act of locating an object in space, directing visual attention toward the object and directing one or both hands to it and touching it. The parents were asked to assist in identifying the precise day of the infants’ reaching onset. Regardless of parents’ calls, the examiner made a visit to their residence twice weekly to aid in identifying the precise day on which the infant acquired the reaching movement.

Once confirmed, the Alberta Infant Motor Scale (AIMS) was administered and scored by a single pediatric physical therapist at the infant’s home. The AIMS was used to ensure that all infants were similar in their motor development (percentile between 25 and 75 of the AIMS’s normative curve) at reaching onset.

After the AIMS assessment, a kinematic assessment was scheduled at the laboratory, which occurred no later than three days after this visit \((M=2.4 \ \text{days}\pm 1.09)\). Three cameras were used for kinematic analysis (frequency of 60 Hz), two located posterior-laterally and one located posterior-superiorly to the infant. A fourth camera, located anterior-superiorly to the infant, was used to confirm that the infant’s visual attention was directed toward the toy during reaches.

The images were digitalized using the Dvideow system. To filter the results released by the system and to calculate the spatio-temporal variables, Matlab system 7.9 was used. A 4th-order digital Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz was used. The calibration system used was similar to that developed by Carvalho et al. (volume=62.5 cm×50.5 cm×41.5 cm).

Testing procedure

All of the infants were submitted to two assessments carried out in sequence on a single day: a pre-training assessment (performed before the training session), and a post-training assessment (performed immediately after the training session).

The infants were in diapers and in an active alert state for the pre-training assessment. A reflective marker was fixed on the infant’s wrist between the styloid process of the radius and ulna. The infant was placed in a baby chair and the examiner used his hands to support the infant at the height of the xiphoid process to provide security and truncal...
stability. An interval of 20 seconds was allowed for the infant to adapt to the situation, during which no stimulus was given. To encourage the reaching movement, an unfamiliar toy made of attractive, soft latex was shown to the infant. The toy was held by the examiner, who was positioned at the infant’s midline within reaching distance for 2 minutes and was always oriented vertically along its major axis. During this period, the toy was carefully taken away and presented again after each successful toy contact (reach). A 5-s interval was allowed between reaches. Thus, the total number of reaches depended on the infant. If the infant was not interested in the object offered, another one with the same physical characteristics but a different color was presented.

The pre-training consisted of two procedures: 1) Procedure A: infants were placed in a seated position reclined 45° from the horizontal (Figure 1A), and 2) Procedure B: infants were placed in a supine position (Figure 1B). Each procedure lasted 2 minutes with an interval of approximately 30 seconds between them. The total time of the two testing procedures was 4 minutes and 30 seconds. If the infant cried or was irritable between the procedures, more time was offered, so that the infant could be held by the parents. If the infant persisted, the experiment was terminated. The infants were assigned to procedure A or B by a coin flip for randomization. The post-training test was identical to the pre-training test.

**Reaching training protocol**

The control group received no training or stimuli and remained in their parents’ lap for 4 minutes. Both training groups received a single, short-duration reach training session (approximately 4 minutes), which was administered by the examiner (a pediatric physical therapist). For the training session of the group trained in the reclined position (approximately 45° in relation to the floor), the examiner sat with her trunk supported, legs slightly apart, and hips and knees flexed approximately 120° and 50°, respectively. A small pillow was placed on her knees. The infant’s head was placed on the pillow. This allowed the infant to remain face to face with the examiner with his/her neck in semi-flexion, thus facilitating the alignment between the head and trunk. The infant’s hands were kept near the midline, within the infant’s visual field. For the group trained in the supine position, the infant was placed in a supine position on a mat for the training session (Figure 2A-B).

The training sessions in the supine and reclined positions were each composed of 3 activities (Table 1). This training protocol was based on studies by Lobo et al., Heathcock et al., and Soares et al. The same object was used for the assessment that was used for the training. Each activity had a duration of approximately 80 seconds under blocked practice conditions, i.e., the practice for each activity was completed before the next was initiated.

**Description of variables**

Reaching was considered when the infant located the object in space, directed visual attention toward it and touched the object with one or both arms facing the object. The beginning of a reach was defined as the first frame when the infant’s arm began an uninterrupted movement toward the object. The end of a reach was defined as the first frame when the infant’s hand touched the object.

The coding of reaches was performed blindly to avoid bias in the results. The mean value for all inter-rater agreement among three observers was 90.0% for reaches and 93.5% for AIMS. It was calculated for 12.5% of the total sample using...
the equation \[
\frac{\text{number of agreements}}{\text{number of agreements} + \text{number of disagreements}} \times 100.
\]

### Spatio-temporal reaching variables

The movement duration was defined as the difference in time between the beginning and end of the reaching movement\(^{2,12}\). The mean velocity was defined as the ratio between the distance traveled and the time spent along the movement\(^{2,3,37}\). The straightness index was defined as the ratio between the shortest distance that could be traveled in the path compared to the distance actually traveled by the hand. The closer the index was to 1, the straighter was the trajectory\(^{2,24,38}\). A movement unit was defined as the maximum velocity between two minimums\(^ {2,3}\), with the difference being greater than 1 cm/s\(^3\).

### Variables characterizing the sample

Gross motor development was assessed by the AIMS, and the infant’s raw score was determined (i.e., total AIMS score); the scores for each of the four subscales were calculated and added together.
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Body Weight was considered the total body weight in kilograms (kg). Age at onset of reaching was considered the precise week that the infant acquired the reaching movement (in weeks).

Statistical analysis
A significance level $\alpha$ of 0.05 was adopted. All inferential procedures were preceded. The factors considered were group, position, assessment and the interaction among these components. Three variables (movement duration, mean velocity and straightness index) were submitted to analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple comparisons (Tukey corrections). For the movement unit, the nonparametric Friedman analysis of variance for two factors was performed, followed by the nonparametric t test, (sum of ranks) with Bonferroni adjustment. For variables characterizing the sample population (gross motor development, body weight and the age at onset of reaching) the statistical analysis was performed using the nonparametric Kruskal Wallis analysis of variance, followed by the nonparametric t test with Bonferroni adjustment.

● Results

Group demographics
There was no difference between the control group (12.6±0.7), the group trained in the reclined position (12.7±0.7) and the group trained in the supine position (12.8±0.7) with regard to the AIMS score ($\chi^2=0.61; p=0.735$). In relation to body weight, there was no difference ($\chi^2=2.12; p=0.346$) among the three groups (control group (6.81 kg±0.8), reclined training (6.28 kg±0.6) and supine training (6.42 kg±0.6). There was no difference ($\chi^2=2.12; p=0.346$) in the age at onset of reaching among the groups (control group (13.7 weeks±1.6), reclined training (12.9 weeks±0.7) and supine training (13.1 weeks±1.2)).

Spatio-temporal reaching variables
There were no differences in movement duration at the pre-training assessment in either the supine or reclined position (F[1,39]=2.4; p=0.127) among the three groups. A significant difference based on the group factor was observed (F[2,39]=7.1; p=0.012), where the group trained in the reclined position presented a shorter movement duration (0.48 s) compared to the other groups (0.63 s). There was also a significant difference between components of the group x position x assessment interaction (F[15,39]=5.09; p<0.001). For the group trained in the reclined position, a significant decrease was observed in the movement duration in the reclined position between the pre-training (0.60 s) and post-training (0.37 s) tests. Similarly, the group trained in the supine position exhibited a significant decrease in the movement duration in the supine position between the pre-training (0.79 s) and post-training (0.56 s) tests (Figure 3).

There was no difference in mean velocity between the three groups at the pre-training assessment in either the supine or reclined position (F [1,40]=0.12; p=0.883). A significant difference was observed for the assessment factor (F[1,40]=19.08; p=0.0001), with significantly lower mean velocity values observed in the pre-training (0.20 m/s) compared with the post-training assessments (0.27 m/s). A

![Figure 3. Mean values and standard deviation of the movement duration (in seconds) variable at pre- and post-training assessments in the reclined and supine positions in the three groups of infants.](image-url)
significant difference for group x position was observed ($F[2,40]=4.9; p=0.0116$). When assessed in the reclined position, the mean velocity of the group trained in the reclined position (0.24 m/s) was higher ($p<0.05$) than in the control group (0.18 m/s) and the group trained in the supine position (0.19 m/s), and no group x position x assessment interaction was observed.

For the straightness index, there was no difference at the pre-training assessment in either the supine or the reclined position ($F[1,40]=0.61; p=0.564$) among the three groups. A significant difference was observed for the group factor ($F[2,40]=3.84; p=0.030$), with greater mean straightness index values in the group trained in the supine position (0.55) compared with the group trained in the reclined position (0.48). No group x position x assessment interaction was observed.

For the movement unit variable, there were also no differences between the three groups at the pre-training assessment in either the supine or reclined position ($\chi^2=10.13; p=0.2752$). The Friedman’s test showed a group x assessment x position interaction ($\chi^2=8.16; p=0.0432$), indicating a significant difference. In the group trained in the reclined position, there was a significant increase in the number of movement units of reaches performed in the supine position between the pre-training (2.06) and post-training (2.62) assessments (Figure 4).

**Discussion**

This study investigated the influence of a short training session on spatio-temporal parameters of reaching at the onset of goal-directed reaching in full-term infants. The spatio-temporal parameters of reaching were evaluated shortly after the onset of this ability so that the effects of spontaneous practice would not interfere with the results. Another important aspect of this study was that the infants did not differ in gross motor function, body weight or age at onset of reaching or in pre-training spatial-temporal variables, demonstrating that the three groups were similar to each other.

Our first hypothesis was that the specific training would improve spatio-temporal reaching parameters. Our results demonstrated that both training positions were effective in promoting shorter reaches in the specific position in which the training was conducted, confirming the positive influence of the training. In previous studies, infants who received specific reaching training (2-3 weeks) showed improvement in a number of performance variables, including an increased amount of time spent with the hand near the object, a closer position of the hands to the object, an increased number of hand contacts with the object, a greater number of bilateral reaches and more open handed touches. In our study, we believe that this change occurred because the requested task was only to touch the object, without necessarily grasping it. In this task, there was no need for refined and fluent movements, such as those observed in mature reaching, with a higher straightness index and fewer movement units.

However, we must also consider that due to the very young age of the infants (average age of 3.5 months), the number of movement units in all conditions was high, accompanied by a low straightness index. This fact suggests that these young infants were still unable to control their upper limbs to perform a straight and fluent reach and were still in the primary variability stage of learning to reach. We
believe that because these variables reflect complex behaviors, it is possible that they are not influenced by a single training session. Although other studies have reported changes in the straightness index and adjustment index\textsuperscript{12-14} through spontaneous practice, these changes occurred from 4 to 7 months of age. According to Edelman\textsuperscript{40}, it is the process of continuous movement practice that allows the infant to modify, select and stabilize the patterns that best suit the task demands. Thus, it could be inferred that the selection of more efficient motor standards requires a greater number of sessions for coordination of straighter and more precise movements.

Another important factor was that the infants trained in the reclined position exhibited a shorter movement duration and higher mean velocity (i.e., shorter and faster reaches) when compared to other groups tested in the reclined position. According to Thelen et al.\textsuperscript{1}, infants who performed movements with higher velocity need more tension to move a joint faster for a given distance. These authors proposed that infants are creating task-specific reaching strategies by adjusting the tension and the energy they deliver to the reach\textsuperscript{1}. We suggest that when trained and assessed in a reclined position, the infants had head and trunk support, providing stability and thus lower postural requirements, allowing shorter and faster reaches. Thus, providing postural stability to young infants facilitates the performance of more reaching movements\textsuperscript{11,24,32}, and in this position, the infants are capable of producing the amount of force and torque required to defy gravity and better control their upper limbs\textsuperscript{11,24,32}.

Regarding the second hypothesis, there were no changes in spatio-temporal parameters from one position to another, as evidenced by the fact that infants trained in the reclined position presented shorter reaches post-training only in the reclined position, while infants trained in the supine position presented shorter reaches only in the reclined position. These results corroborate reports that the learning of motor tasks is highly context-specific\textsuperscript{21}, affecting only the subset of neural inputs that are active under specific stimulus conditions\textsuperscript{44}. Thus, the training constantly strengthens existing and/or forms new cortical neuronal networks\textsuperscript{6,8,13}, resulting in an improvement in the function and motor abilities\textsuperscript{45,46}. In this context, there is evidence that in young infants, interventions to improve motor patterns had a higher beneficial effect when performed in a specific training context\textsuperscript{17-19}. In addition, a significant increase in the number of movement units was observed in the group trained in the reclined position in the supine position post-training, demonstrating that infants trained in the reclined position presented no improvement in parameters from training when tested in the supine position. We believe that when assessed in a supine position, infants who were trained in a reclined position increased the variability of their reaching strategies to solve the additional biomechanical challenges, such as forces acting on the upper limbs imposed by the supine position\textsuperscript{11,12}, resulting in an increase in the number of movement units to reach the object.

**Limitations and conclusions**

In conclusion, a short-duration session training was effective in promoting shorter reaches in infants at the onset of goal-direct reaching. This change may have occurred because the task required was only to touch the object, without necessarily grasping it. Thus, there was no need for refined and fluent movements, such as those observed in mature reaching, which involves a higher straightness index and fewer movement units. In addition, infants trained in the reclined position presented shorter movement duration and higher mean velocity when tested in the reclined position. Thus, we infer that training and testing in the reclined position is associated with reduced demand for muscle torque at the beginning of the movement and lower postural requirements, and consequently, training in the reclined position allowed shorter and faster reaches. The study also verified that shorter reaches were specific to the position in which the infants were trained, and thus, we could infer that the learning of motor tasks is highly context-specific.

Limitations of the study included the fact that the control group remained in their parents’ laps during the interval between assessments instead of being positioned in a supine position on the mat or reclined in the physical therapist’s lap. Additionally, the experimental results do not allow the determination of any long-term effects of the training. It is possible that changes in reaching behavior after training remained for only a short period. Because these results provide empirical support for clinical practice about motor behavior, other studies on reach training are warranted.
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